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Abstract
We discuss what ground states for generic interactions look like. We note that a recent result,
due to Morris, implies that the behaviour of ground-state measures for generic interactions
is similar to that of generic measures. In particular, it follows from his observation that they
have singular spectrum and that they are weak mixing, but not mixing.

Keywords Generic behaviour · Generic interactions · Lattice-gas models · Ground states ·
Non-periodic order · Quasicrystals

1 Introduction: Generic Behaviour

It is an important question of statistical physics what the properties of ground states, Gibbs
states, phase diagrams are.

It is common to start this question in the context of classical statistical mechanics, and
often the problem is even more simplified by studying the zero-temperature question, the
ground state problem. Until around 1980 there was a consensus among condensed-matter
physicists that it was to be expected that usually ground states, and in higher dimensions also
low-temperature equilibrium states, are crystalline, displaying some kind of periodicity.

One justification for this belief was the fact that the densest packing of hard spheres was
known (in d = 1 or d = 2, now also in d = 3, d = 8 and d = 24 [14,25,71]) or conjectured
(in various other dimensions) to be periodic. It is possible to rephrase this densest-packing
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question as the study of the behaviour of the ground states for a classical gas with hard-core
interactions.

Densest packings of more general and varying shapes, however, have led to the study of
tiling problems. It was discovered, byRobinson and later by Penrose, that there exist finite sets
of tiles which enforce quasiperiodicity. Again, tiling problems can be rephrased as ground
state problems for nearest-neighbour interactions, where different tiles represent different
particles, and even before the experimental discovery of quasicrystals, in mathematics the
assumption of ubiquitous periodic behaviour was starting to be put in doubt. For an early
description of the connection between tiling problems and ground state problems see e.g.
[52,53] or [45].

Another research field developed by the study of ground states for particular, physically
plausible,models. In various examples, in particular for Lennard-Jones and similar potentials,
mostly in d = 1, see e.g. [23], but also more recently for d = 2. see e.g. [17,67], it was proven
that ground states are periodic.

The Crystal Problem has been reviewed in [52], later in [37] and even more recently in
[7].

One further simplification we will employ (as has been also discussed to some extent in
the above reviews) is that we study lattice models. This considerably simplifies the problem,
as any underlying periodic structure, which in continuous models is very hard to show, even
though it might occur (whether due to some hard-core or to some Lennard-Jones-like terms
in the interaction), now comes for free. On top of that, an aperiodic placing of particles on
lattice sites could occur.

Moreover one might argue, especially in lower dimension at positive temperatures, that
lattice models may not be that physically realistic. Still, the study of lattice models has proved
to be invaluable in the the understanding of various forms of long-range order occurring in
a wide variety of physical systems. And the more serious objections to using lattice models,
even at T = 0, do not apply with the same force to understanding what happens in longer-
range models, nor do they really apply to attempts to understand what may occur in the
physical dimension d = 3.

One question this issue of various types of long-range order has led to, and which we will
discuss here, is about the behaviour of equilibrium or ground states for typical interactions.
An old result due to Gallavotti and Miracle [21], using a theorem of Mazur [38], implies that
the set of interactions having a unique tangent to the pressure (= equilibrium state), is generic
(that is, it is a dense Gδ , a countable intersection of dense open sets). This result holds in
any of the commonly studied (Banach) spaces of lattice interactions. The largest interaction
space usually considered, B0, can be associated to the space of continuous functions, modulo
translations, see e.g. [28]. In this space, a number of “pathological” properties can be proven,
e.g. there is a dense set of interactions having uncountably many ergodic equilibrium or
ground states, [28,30,62,63], the pressure is never Fréchet differentiable [16], the pressure
can depend on boundary conditions, and “Ideally Metastable” states [60] as well as “frozen”
low-temperature states [11,12,18] can exist.

Later results were proven on the triviality of generic phase diagrams (implying the generic
violation of the Gibbs Phase Rule) for various spaces of long-range interactions [29,32] .

More recently, the study of ground states in the guise of “ergodic optimisation” [8,35]
has reinvigorated the interest in such questions. For the space of continuous functions, it
was proven that ground states for generic interactions have full support, and zero entropy
[9,10,72].
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Even more recently, Morris [47] proved a result that properties of generic measures are
inherited by ground state measures of generic continuous functions. He applied this to show
that they are not mixing.

Here we add the observation in our Corollary 2 that they are weak mixing and have
singular (Dynamical and thus Diffraction) spectrum. This follows from the known equivalent
statements for generic measures, due to Halmos [26], Rohlin[55], and Knill [36].

Another, maybe not too surprising, consequence, using another result of Israel [31], is that
ground states for typical (generic) interactions cannot be Gibbs states (for possibly different
interactions).

We remark, by theway, that Simon’s “Wonderland” theorem has before provided a number
of other examples of problems where singular spectrum of some kind turns out to be generic
[65].

Moreover we discuss and speculate on properties of ground states and equilibrium states
(which then can be Gibbs states in the DLR sense) in smaller interaction spaces.

One of the fundamental problems in statistical physics is to understand why matter at
low temperatures and high enough pressures possesses some sort of long-range order. For
ages this was interpreted to mean that matter is crystalline, that is, its constituents, atoms or
molecules, form some kind of a three-dimensional lattice. The famous, and still not solved,
Crystal Problem is to show that for “reasonable” physical interactions between particles,
the arrangements minimizing their energy density are attained by periodic configurations.
Periodicity is the strongest embodiment of a positional long-range order.

One major physical reason which has spurred the interest in the behaviour of “typical”
ground states was the discovery of quasicrystals [61]. Despite earlier beliefs and claims that
all or most physical systems should have crystalline, periodically ordered, ground states and
low-temperature states, such claims have turned out to be dubious and in many contexts
untrue. For an early rigorous result contradicting this crystalline paradigm, see for example
[46]. Especially since Shechtman’s discovery of the first quasicrystals [61], which led to his
2011Nobel Prize in Chemistry, there has developed a large amount of research, experimental,
theoretical and also mathematical, about the properties of quasicrystals, the nature of the
associated aperiodic order and related questions. See for example the books [5,59].

For a recent, more physics-style paper, again showing that periodic order is generically
not to be expected, see for example [20].

Thediscovery of quasicrystals showedus that other formsof long-rangeorder thanperiodic
ones might be present in Nature. The non-periodic order of quasicrystals was represented by
a (dense) discrete spectrum in X-ray experiments. From a different point of view, energy-
minimizing (or free-energy-minimizing) configurations of particles gave rise to non-mixing
ground-state (or Gibbs state) measures. Many (toy) examples were constructed with such
properties, some of them based on previously constructed non-periodic tilings [39–42,49]
The natural question then arises: how typical (generic) and how robust are such examples?
It was proven in [44,46,50] that in the Banach space of two-body summable interactions,
for typical interactions, that is in a dense Gδ set, the ground-state measure is non-periodic,
non-mixing and has a zero entropy. In [41], a classical lattice-gas model was constructed
with a non-periodic ground-state measure which is stable against small perturbations of
nearest-neighbour interactions.

In this note we review and combine some old results on generic properties of lattice-
gas models with recent ideas from ergodic optimization, and present the new result that for
generic interactions a ground state is non-mixing, but weakly mixing, and moreover it has a
singular (dynamical and thus diffraction) spectrum. It means that generically ground states
are quite disordered but will still have some long-range order.
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Our result is based on the recent result of Morris [47] on ergodic optimization for generic
continuous functions. In particular he showed that ergodic measures which maximize the
integral of a generic continuous function have the same properties as generic ergodic mea-
sures.

In Sect. 2, we introduce classical lattice-gas models. We also review some old results
concerning generic presence of quasi-crystalline or weak crystalline ground states.

In Sect. 3, we show how our result follows from that of Morris.
In Sect. 4, we discuss some open problems and directions of future research.

2 Classical Lattice-Gas Models

We will consider the case of classical, finite-spin lattice systems, as for example discussed
in [19,24,28,56,64,68]. Our formulation mainly follows Israel [28].

Our configuration space is � = �0
Zd
, with �0 finite. Translations on Zd are indicated

by τx , x ∈ Zd .
Translation-invariant interactions � are sets of functions �X on �0

X , with X a finite
subset of Zd , and such that the �X are translation-invariant.

Different interaction (Banach) spaces can be defined by different norms, using different
translation-invariant functions f on the subsets of Zd , by |||�X ||| f = ∑

0∈X ||�X || f (X).
Often the f one chooses depends on either |X |, the cardinality of X , or on its diameter

diam(X). The largest interaction space wewill consider is B0, which is obtained by choosing
f (X) = 1

X . Other commonly used interaction spaces are Bn , defined by taking f (X) =
|X |n−1, and Bλ,exp, defined by f (X) = eλ|X |.

If it is the case that �X = 0 for all X with large enough diameter, we say that our
interaction is of finite range; if it is the case that �X = 0 when X contains more than two
sites, we say that we are considering pair interactions.

To each interaction � is associated a continuous function on �, describing the energy
per site, localised around the origin, A� = ∑

0∈X
�X|X | . Translation-invariant measures on �

correspond to bounded linear functionals on B0, in an isometric way (see e.g. [28], Lemma
II.1.1).

On B0 one can define a Lipschitz continuous and convex pressure function P . On the set
of translation-invariant probability measures on � one can define an affine entropy (density)
function s.

Pressure and entropy are each other’s Legendre-Fenchel transforms, and are related by
dual variational principles:

P(�) = sup(s(μ) − μ(A�)|μ ∈ EI ) (2.1)

and
s(μ) = in f (P(�) + μ(A�|� ∈ B0) (2.2)

Solutions of these variational principles satisfy

P(�) = s(μ�) − μ�(A�). (2.3)

In the case that ameasureμ� solves the variational principle, we say thatμ� is an equilibrium
state for �. Such an equilibrium state corresponds to a tangent functional to the pressure
function, tangent to P at the point �.

If we replace the affine entropy function s(μ) by 0, the corresponding measure becomes
a ground state measure.
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Remark In ergodic optimization, see e.g. [8,35], usually one considersmaximizing, rather
than minimizing (ground state) measures, but the questions are easily seen to be equivalent
by a simple sign change.

The fact that convex functions on Banach spaces generically have a unique tangent implies
that generically there exists a unique translation invariant equilibrium or ground state [21,57].

3 Generic Measures and Generic Interactions, Corollaries of a Theorem
byMorris

In [47] the following Theorem was proven. In our setting it says the following:
Morris’ Theorem

Let U be a generic set of translation-invariant measures on �. Then the set of functions
V whose ground states are in U is generic (a Gδ in the space of continuous functions on �).

In words, it says that if a generic set of measures has a certain property, this same property
holds for the ground states of a generic set of interactions in C(�)(orinB0).

Corollary 1 (Morris): In particular, it was concluded by Morris that generic ground states
(= maximizing measures) are unique, non-mixing, have full support, and have entropy zero.

Corollary 2 Ground states for generic interactions in C(�) are weak mixing and have sin-
gular diffraction spectrum. Moreover they cannot be written as Gibbs measures for any
interaction.

Proof This follows directly from the fact that those properties are known to hold for generic,
translation-invariant measures. These results are due respectively to Halmos [26], Knill [36],
and Israel [31].

We notice that in C(�0) there are dense sets of interactions with uncountably many
ergodic ground states [30,62]. Thus one cannot expect much more regular behaviour. We
do remark, though, that the absence of point spectrum in the pure singular spectrum result
shows that generic ground states are neither periodic, nor quasiperiodic. Thus generically
neither crystals, not quasicrystals exist (but “weak” [70] or “turbulent”[58] crystals do). Thus
is compatible with the results of [44,46,50,51], showing some statistical homogeneity, but
excluding periodicity, for generic interactions in various interaction spaces. ��

4 Speculations on Different Interaction Spaces

The space B0, although mathematically natural, as one can associate it to the continuous
functions, has a number of pathological properties. There exist dense sets (although not
generic ones) for which there are uncountably many ergodic (extremal translation-invariant)
equilibrium or ground states [30,62], -as is proven via the Bishop-Phelps theorem- generic
ground states have full support [9], the pressure can depend on boundary conditions, strict
convexity of the pressure does not hold, see e.g. the discussion in [68, Sect. 2.6.7].

This is a reasonwhy often smaller interaction spaces are considered. In the space B1, Gibbs
measures can be defined, according to the prescriptions of Dobrushin, Lanford and Ruelle,
in B2, the uniqueness theorem of Dobrushin implies that there are open high-temperature,
high-magnetic-field or low-density regimes. In Bλ,exp it can be shown that pressure and states
can be analytic in open high-temperature or low-density regions, etc.
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Also one can have open sets in those smaller spaces where there are pure, homogeneous
ground state configurations (vacua). Typical statements about ground states then distinguish
between two cases, the case where there is a unique homogeneous ground state configuration
and the case where there is some weak, non-periodic form of long-range order. We suspect
that the lack of point spectrum, that is the lack of “crystalline” long-range order, may also
hold there.

We remark that Israel [29] has proved that phase coexistence is exceptional, in these
interaction spaces. His arguments are written down for positive temperature, but also apply
for ground states. It seems that his arguments withminormodifications can be used to obtain a
genericity statement excluding periodicity in ground states, in a somewhat more abstract and
general context, than the result excluding periodicity for generic interactions as was obtained
for lattice-gas models in [46]. In other words, under a generic long-range perturbation of an
interaction a unique pure phase (or vacuum) can be stable, but neither phase coexistence, nor
periodicity are stable under such perturbations.

One question we don’t know how to answer, however, is what happens with aperiodic
order under long-range perturbations. Quasicrystalline long-range order is defined in terms
of discrete diffraction spectra, whereasweaker forms of long-range order occurwhen singular
spectra appear (weak or turbulent crystals [58,70]), or even can occur without any spectral
indications [66]. As the number of possible periods is countable, excluding all of them leads
to considering a countable intersection of dense Gδ sets, which preserves genericity; the
number of possible quasicrystalline spectra is uncountable, so a different argument would be
required to investigate stability questions of quasicrystalline order.

On the other hand, if we restrict ourselves evenmore and look at fast decaying interactions
in one dimension, corresponding for example with Hölder or Lipschitz functions, sometimes
it can be proven that typical ground states behave quite differently, and that periodic ground
states are generic [15,27,48].

We note that it has been known for quite some time that any finite-range interaction in one
dimension always has periodic ground states [13,43,54].But this is no longer true if one allows
even fast decaying interactions in one dimension, or nearest-neighbour interactions based on
tilings in higher dimensions, see e.g. [1,22,52,53,69]. For example, it is not known if it is
the case that the quasicrystalline order such as occurs in Devil’s Staircases [2–4,6,33,34],
or in more general Sturmian (balanced) ground states [69], is stable under some class of
short-range perturbations.

In higher dimensions for short-range interactions, however, inmany cases long-range order
is stable, as can be shown by Pirogov–Sinai theory. However, it is not known if genericity
statements in the sense of statements holding true for “generic short-range interactions”, and
predicting that they behave in a certain way as regards their long-range order, are valid.
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